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Abstract: The cash flow management is one of the important factors in any of the company success. It has become the primary 
focus of the companies after post financial crisis. Almost every company extend credit to their customers. This is an important 
tool for attracting the customers. If the credit is poorly managed it will result in risk in converting sales to cash.  As the 
technology is much advanced now, it is very important to reconsider and create better methods for cash flow management. It is 
much needed time for the automation of processes like calculating credit score, credit trustworthiness of customers, payment 
terms for the proper operation of the business of the company. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
An automated software that would show customers data with their credit report and financial situation, bad debt monitoring, credit 
scoring, automated credit approval for such cases that doesn’t need intervention of credit analyst. It would make credit management 
easy and accurate so as to make proper decisions on extending the credit a customer based on credit policies.An automated credit 
process goes through the same procedure as the manual credit system but the payments and remittances will be happened in a faster 
pace. Thereby reducing the cost, time, employees work load. The customers will use this automated credit system for requesting 
credit limit and companies use them for reviewing the customer’s creditworthiness. There will be customized scoring models as per 
customer business model. It will allow for faster customer onboarding, thus by increasing pace of credit approvals. It will capture 
complete and valid information of the customers. By automation, companies can maintain a good balance between the credit risks 
and relation with their customers. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

“What’s the Point of Credit Scoring?” by Loretta J Mester [1] mentioned why credit scoring have a potential to be one of the factors 
that change small-business banking. How credit scoring will help in quantifying the relative risks of different groups of borrowers. 
“A literature review on the application of evolutionary computing to credit scoring” by A I Marqués, V García and J S Sánchez [2] 
They has presented the study of the different techniques of credit scoring. They mentioned the need of the computerised credit 
scoring models. Traditionally the decision to grant credit to an applicant was based upon subjective judgments of human experts, 
using past experiences. They have explored the evolutionary computation of credit scoring principles.“The Effects of Automation 
on Receivables Management” by Ines Diniz Morais [3] has presented the effect of automation on credit management process in the 
companies. And differentiated the results using different levels of automation.“Exploring and Improving SME B2B Credit 
Management” by T.P.A. Keijzers [4] has compared the cases of credit management and entrepreneur role in Small Medium 
economy and large economy companies. The financial supply chain analysis in both the cases has also been discussed.“Study of 
Dynamic Credit Factors of SMEs B2B Trading Model” by Juan Yao, Qin Yang [8] has described the need of dynamic credit system 
in B2B space. How it will improve the business and enterprise credit of companies in B2B world. They had also discussed that 
operating conditions need to be improved for better enterprise credit. “Trade Credit Management Strategies in SMEs and the 
COVID-19 Pandemic—A Case of Poland” by Grzegorz Zimon, Dr. Robert Dankiewicz [16] presented the change in process of 
credit management in SMEs due to covid pandemic. They described that the companies are restricting the use of credit by their 
customers and limiting sales of products with long credit limit and also regulating receivables resulting in receivables turnover in 
days drop. 

 
III. WORKING PRINCIPLES  

Earlier it would take much time and effort for the credit management, customer on boarding, customer data management.  
With the automation it will be taken care with accurate and less time taken.  
The company can get profited by only on boarding intended customers who are feasible to do the business.  
The bad debts can be forecasted before it occurs and the customer financial information, credit report data can be seen and 
compared with daily basis. 
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Credit Risk Class and Credit Score will be calculated with customization based on customer and credit approvals can be done in an 
automated manner. If needed can be sent to analyst. 
Automating these tasks instead of the manually performing them will save the resources for high value workloads. 
The customers can be prioritized based on the credit and financial report data. 
If a customer is having good credit score and credit limit requested is in par with the financial situation of the customer. We can 
onboard the customer without any other check directly. 
If the customer is having a bad credit history and credit score. We can assign it to analyst for further check and approval. 

 
Fig 1: Automated Credit Management System Activity Diagram 

 
The company ERP will be integrated with this automated credit management application. The customers of companies can fill 
application form which will already be present with prefilled fields. Based on the customers data the system will trigger automated 
workflows and system will gather credit ratings and will collect necessary information of that customer from agencies.  
Companies can view this detailed description of customer and can accept or reject credit to them. The system will set next date of 
review based on the customer credit risk information. The system will then notify the customers about the acceptance of credit limit. 
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